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Context
To give employees more sovereignty over how their data are used, the concept of Inverse
Transparency was introduced [1] (see also [2]). Access to data is therefore enabled on a more
case-by-case basis, while monitoring all accesses and making each access visible to the data
owner. This could allow individuals to trace usage of their data and hold data consumers
accountable in case a data misusage is detected. The concept has been developed for
company-internal infrastructures where control over data storing and consuming services lies
with a single company. Yet, in many scenarios, services by third parties or intermediaries are
used in practice (e.g. software-as-a-service), necessitating companies handing over their data
and therefore losing oversight and control over it [3]. For such cloud applications, containers
are increasingly used to ease deployment and orchestration [4]. Therefore, they serve as a
relevant use case to focus on.

Goal
This work considers the implications of these types of software deployments (SaaS / cloud) on
Inverse Transparency. The topic is approached from two angles: (1) Broadly understanding
the situation – how are cloud deployments implemented? and (2) tackling it with a concrete
solution for containerized software. To that end, the work is split into three parts.

Theoretical research: The state of the art of cloud architectures is surveyed and compared
with current and recent research. The field of cloud computing is developing quickly [5],
necessitating an understanding of recent trends that are impactful for this research. In addition
to a literature survey, real-world examples are collected. This should result in a taxonomy of
cloud deployment variants and their implications for implementing Inverse Transparency.

Implementation: The existing Inverse Transparency toolchain [1] is extended for the concrete
use case of Jira in the cloud. Specifically, an Inverse Transparency monitor for the Jira
Docker container1 will be implemented. The monitor should be pluggable into the container at
deployment, e.g. via a docker-compose file. Its function will be to supervise traffic to Jira in the
container and block invalid accesses, respectively log legitimate data usages.

Evaluation: Finally, the implementation is evaluated based on ease of deployment (how
large are the necessary changes to the container), performance impact (compared to without
monitoring), and its security (theoretical analysis of provided security guarantees).

Work Plan
1. Survey academic literature and whitepapers from vendors on cloud architectures.
2. Create a taxonomy of cloud deployments and implications for Inverse Transparency.
3. Implement an Inverse Transparency monitor for the Jira Docker container.
4. Evaluate ease of deployment, performance impact, and deliberate security.
5. Document the work in the thesis.

Deliverables
• Source code of the implementation.
• Thesis written in conformance with TUM guidelines.
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